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Overview

Learning is at the heart of any top-performing organization. In a world where change
is the only constant, businesses must now be able to reskill, upskill, onboard, maintain
compliance, and protect the physical and mental health of workers with greater agility
than ever. As companies seek the “adaptive advantage,” learning is critical to moving the
organization forward with a centralized strategy but also with agile, targeted paths for
different learner groups both inside and outside the company.
Products in the SAP Litmos solutions portfolio:
SAP Litmos Training
SAP Litmos Training Content

Why SAP Litmos Solutions?
SAP Litmos solutions enable companies to leverage learning as a key connection
between people and performance – both individual and organizational. Trusted by
thousands of global brands, SAP Litmos Training delivers powerful but easy-to-use
LMS features for admins and learners alike. SAP Litmos Training Content is an
off-the-shelf content library full of professionally-created, video-based courses on

Train your
entire
enterprise,
and beyond

topics from compliance to sales and service skills to health and well-being – and
everything in between.
The combination of the LMS and content library save vast amounts of time and effort
for L&D teams. Countless tasks and communications can be automated. Content
can be curated from the built-in library. And, the interface can be easily customized
to match the company’s brand, even offering different layouts and designs to create
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unique experiences for different audiences.
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Operations

SAP Litmos solutions enable businesses to deliver critical knowledge to employees,
customers, and partners at any time, on any device — even offline. They empower
employees to perform at their best; increase customer engagement and loyalty;
and deepen commitment and contribution from the extended enterprise. It’s the
only learning platform a company needs to centralize and deliver training across
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the entire business.
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Deliver training in the now. Our solution is
comprised of a powerful LMS, e-Learning
commerce platform, and a content-rich
course catalog, making it easy to manage
any learning program and deliver training
to achieve your organization's goals.
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Key features

Quick deployment & simple integration

Universal accessibility

Deploy in minutes not months and easily integrate with the
rest of your ecosystem. Choose from 30+ out-of-the-box
connectors or build your own using open APIs.

Make training accessible from anywhere 24/7 on
or offline, and to learners with disabilities. With 35+
preconfigured languages, users can select their
language of choice, eliminating barriers to learning.

Custom UI branding & dashboards
Customize SAP Litmos Training to match your company’s
brand. With basic CSS and HTML knowledge, admins can
customize the interface down to the finest details from
fonts and colors to headers and footers and more. Also,
dashboards can be configured to meet the needs of
different learner types.

Rapid automation & embedded AI
Automate alerts to prompt users to take training. Define
assignment rules; schedule automated reports; and score
learners’ video assessments with AI-powered analysis

Robust reporting & analytics
Fast, automated user onboarding
Get learners started immediately with automated email
invitations, an intuitive UI, and single sign-on through
integrated systems. Create rules to automatically assign
courses, learning paths, and team placement.

Measure and influence performance; and track course
completions, test averages, content popularity, and more
with built-in reporting and analytics.

Industry-leading security
Built-in content authoring
Create dynamic and visually-appealing SCORM content
within the LMS. Designed to support everyone from
the novice trainer to the expert instructional designer,
this eliminates the need for external content creation
applications.

Trust that all data is encrypted and stored behind a
firewall, transferred over HTTPS, keyed with a private
certificate, and GDPR compliant.

Limitless global scalability

High engagement & adoption
Increase engagement with built-in tools like gamification
(leaderboards, badges, points), interactive hotspots,
achievement social sharing, and discussion forums.

Scale your solution up to millions of global users. You can
even start small and scale as your needs grow, adjusting
as you increase your number of learners or expand into
new areas of your business.
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